In this paper we study Jordan algebras having nonzero local algebras that satisfy the property of being Lesieur-Croisot (i.e., being orders in nondegenerate Jordan algebras of finite capacity). We will prove that the set of the elements of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra at which the local algebra is Lesieur-Croisot is an ideal.
Introduction
Following the pattern of Goldie's theorem for associative rings [9, 10, 13] , the so-called Goldie's theorem for Jordan algebras, which is due to Zelmanov for the linear case [24] and to Fernández López, García Rus and Montaner [6] for the general quadratic case, char-acterizes those nondegenerate Jordan algebras that have a nondegenerate artinian algebra of quotients, such algebras are called Goldie. An important result in the associative setting is the characterization of left (respectively right) Goldie associative algebras as those for which the essential left (respectively right) ideals are the ones containing regular elements. However, a nondegenerate Jordan algebra that satisfies the natural jordanification of this property, that is, an inner ideal is essential if and only if contains injective elements, is not in general Goldie, that is, an order in a nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebra. But, from the Jordan theory point of view, the artinian condition is somewhat less natural than the existence of capacity [15] , and it turns out that nondegenerate Jordan algebras satisfying the above property for inner ideals are precisely the orders in nondegenerate Jordan algebras of finite capacity [6, 10.2] . We have chosen the denomination Lesieur-Croisot to designate nondegenerate Jordan algebras satisfying the property that inner ideals are essential if and only if they contain injective elements, in honour of the work of Lesieur and Croisot on prime noetherian rings [13] .
On the other hand, local algebras attached to elements of an algebraic system, already introduced by Meyberg [21] , have recently become a prominent tool in the study of such systems. Inspired by the local PI-theory for Jordan systems [22, 23] , and as a first step in the more general project of developing a local Goldie theory for Jordan systems, in this paper we prove that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements (i.e., at which local algebras are Lesieur-Croisot) of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra is indeed an ideal.
The paper is organized as follows. After a first section of preliminaries, we consider strongly prime Jordan algebras having nonzero PI-elements, that is, having nonzero PIideal, and we prove that in this case, the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements coincides with the PI-ideal. When the Jordan algebra has no nonzero PI-elements, then not only have the quotient algebras of the local algebras at Lesieur-Croisot elements finite capacity but they also are artinian, which enables us to affirm that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements is nothing but the set of the finite uniform dimension elements. But the set of the finite uniform dimension elements of a strongly prime Jordan algebra without PI-elements is actually the intersection of the algebra with the set of the finite uniform dimension elements of a * -tight associative envelope. Using this characterization and the fact that the set of the finite uniform dimension elements of a semiprime associative algebra is an ideal under some natural assumptions, we conclude that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements of a strongly prime Jordan algebra is an ideal. The last section of this paper is devoted to the study of semi-uniform ideals of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and the essential subdirect sums arising from them. The properties of these essential subdirect sums and the fact that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements of a strongly prime Jordan algebra is an ideal will lead us to prove the main result of this paper that asserts that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra is an ideal.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper Φ will be a fixed arbitrary ring of scalars, that is, a commutative, associative and unital ring without restrictions on the characteristic. In this section, we remind the reader of the basic notation and results that will be used in the rest of the paper; as general references we mention [6, 8, 12, 14] . We will make use of the corresponding algebra versions of the identities of Jordan pairs, that will be referred by JPx as they appear in [14] .
2.1.
As usual, for a quadratic Jordan algebra J over Φ, with quadratic maps U : J → End Φ (J ) and ( ) 2 : J → J , we will use the following notation:
Every associative algebra A gives rise to a Jordan algebra A + by taking x 2 as usual and U x y := xyx, for all x, y ∈ A. A Jordan algebra is special if it is isomorphic to a Jordan subalgebra of some A + . Important examples are the hermitian algebras 
2.2.
A Φ-submodule K of a Jordan algebra J is said to be an inner ideal of J if [15] , a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J is said to have finite capacity if it satisfies the ascending chain condition (acc) and descending chain condition (dcc) on principal inner ideals. If J satisfies dcc on all inner ideals, then J is called artinian. It follows from [14, 12.12 ] that nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebras have finite capacity, but the converse is not true as can be seen by considering the Jordan algebra defined by a nondegenerate quadratic form with basepoint over a vector space having an infinite dimensional totally isotropic subspace [16, Corollary of Theorem 6] .
An ideal I of J , denoted I J , is an inner ideal that is also outer, that is, K • J + U J K ⊆ J , and an (inner) ideal I of J is said to be essential if it has nonzero intersection with any nonzero (inner) ideal of J . A Jordan algebra J is said to be semiprime ( prime) if U B B = 0 implies B = 0 (U B C = 0 implies B = 0 or C = 0) for all ideals B and C of J . Unlike the associative case, primeness does not imply the absence of absolute zero divisors, elements a ∈ J such that U a = 0. Jordan algebras without nonzero absolute zero divisors are called nondegenerate. Prime nondegenerate Jordan algebras are called strongly prime. Ideals of nondegenerate or strongly prime Jordan algebras inherit the nondegeneracy or strongly primeness respectively (JP3 and [19] ).
2.3.
For the classification of strongly prime Jordan algebras, the reader is referred to [18, 20] . In this classification, the notion of a hermitian ideal is of importance. By definition, a hermitian ideal is an ideal H (X) of the free special Jordan algebra FSJ(X) on a countably infinite set X satisfying the property that if p(x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ H (X), then p(σ (x 1 ), . . . , σ (x n )) ∈ H (X) for all permutations σ of the elements of X, and is closed for n-tads, that is, {x 1 . . . x n } := x 1 · · · x n + x n · · · x 1 ∈ H (X), for all x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ H (X) and all n 4. Properties of these ideals can be found in [20, Part III] , including the important fact that they contain Jordan polynomials which do not vanish in all special Jordan algebras. A strongly prime special Jordan algebra J is said to be of hermitian type if H (J ) = 0 for some nonzero hermitian ideal H (X). If J is not of hermitian type, then it is a Clifford Jordan algebra. On the other hand, if J is exceptional, then it is a Jordan algebra of Albert type.
2.4.
Following [14, 17] , the annihilator of any set X of a Jordan algebra J is the subset ann J (X) := {z ∈ J : U z x = U x z = V z,x J = U z U x J = 0 for all x ∈ X}, where J denotes the unital hull of J . In particular, ann J (X) is an inner ideal of J for each subset X of J , and if I J is an ideal of J then so is its annihilator. If J is nondegenerate and I J , then ann J (I ) = {x ∈ J : U x I = 0} and I is essential as an inner ideal if ann J (I ) = 0 [6, 1.16] . Therefore, if J is strongly prime, then every nonzero ideal is essential as inner ideal. It is well known that an ideal of a semiprime Jordan algebra has zero intersection with its annihilator.
2.5.
Let J be a Jordan algebra. For a subset X ⊆ J , we denote by [X] the inner ideal of J generated by X. We say that a family {K i } i∈I of nonzero inner ideals of J forms a direct sum if
As for associative algebras, we define the uniform dimension of J , denoted udim(J ), as the supremum of the n 1 such that there are K 1 , . . . , K n nonzero inner ideals of J which form a direct sum. Indeed, for a strongly prime Jordan algebra, having finite uniform dimension is equivalent to not having infinite direct sums of inner ideals, denoted acc(⊕) [6, 5.12] . On the other hand, the singular set of a Jordan algebra J is defined as
A Jordan algebra is called Goldie if it has the acc on annihilators (equivalently, dcc), and satisfies the acc(⊕). We have that a nondegenerate Jordan algebra is Goldie if and only if it is nonsingular and has finite uniform dimension [6, 9.3 ].
2.6.
Let J be a special Jordan algebra. An associative algebra with involution (R, * ) is called an associative * -envelope for J if it is generated by J ⊆ H (R, * ). An associative * -envelope R of J is said to be * -tight if any nonzero * -ideal I of R hits J , that is, I ∩ J = 0. Note that a * -tight associative envelope of a semiprime (strongly prime) Jordan algebra is semiprime ( * -prime). If J is nondegenerate, and R is a * -tight associative envelope of J , then I ∩ J is an ideal of J for every * -ideal I of R. We also have that
where Z l (R) := {z ∈ R: lann R (z) is an essential left ideal in R} (respectively Z r (R) := {z ∈ R: rann R (z) is an essential right ideal in R}) denotes the left (respectively right) singular ideal of R [6, 6.14].
2.7.
For a Jordan algebra J and a given a ∈ J , we can define (in fact, the definition makes sense for any element of a Jordan system) new Jordan products by
to get a new Jordan algebra on the Φ-module J called the a-homotope of J , denoted J (a) . The set ker J (a) := {x ∈ J : U a x = U a U x a = 0} is an ideal of J (a) and the quotient algebra J (a) /ker J (a), which is denoted by J a , is called the local algebra of J at a. In most cases (e.g., if 1/2 ∈ Φ, or if J is nondegenerate or special) ker J (a) = {x ∈ J : U a x = 0}. Local algebras of Jordan systems were first introduced by Meyberg [21] and have played a prominent role in the recent structure theory of strongly prime Jordan systems. They also have proved to be very useful in the associative context: Let R be an associative algebra and a ∈ R. The a-homotope of R, denoted by R (a) , is the associative algebra with the same linear structure as R and the new product x. a y := xay. It is readily seen that the set ker R (a) := {x ∈ R: axa = 0} is an ideal of R (a) , so that we can consider the local algebra
A number of properties of Jordan or associative algebras are inherited by their local algebras and also lifted from local algebras to the whole algebra (see [2, 4, 7] ).
For a particular property P of a Jordan or associative algebra A, an element a ∈ A is said to be P if the local algebra A a satisfies the property P . Thus, if the local algebra A a is PI, i.e., satisfies a polynomial identity, we just say that the element a is PI. The set of the PI-elements of A will be denoted by PI(A). We have that 2.8. [22, 5.4] If J is a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, then PI(J ) is an ideal of J . If J is strongly prime and PI(J ) = 0, then J is special of hermitian type (since otherwise, it would be of Clifford or Albert type and in both cases, the central closure
and we have the following fundamental result.
2.9.
[6, 5.11] Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra such that PI(J ) = 0 and let R be a * -tight associative envelope of J . Then J has finite uniform dimension if and only if R has finite left uniform dimension if and only if R has finite right uniform dimension. Moreover, in this case, udim l (R) = udim r (R) = udim(J ) if R is prime.
2.10.
Let J be a Jordan algebra and denote by S the set of the injective elements of J , i.e., S = Inj(J ) := {x ∈ J such that U x is injective}. Following [6] , J is said to be a (classical) order in a unital Jordan algebra Q if (i) every injective element x ∈ S is invertible in Q, (ii) for all s, t ∈ S, U x S ∩ U t S = ∅ and (iii) each element q ∈ Q has a J -denominator in S, i.e., there exists x ∈ S such that the following six multiplications take q back into J :
Lesieur-Croisot elements of a Jordan algebra. The strongly prime local PI case
Goldie's theorem for Jordan algebras [6, 9.3] asserts that a Jordan algebra J is a classical order in a nondegenerate (respectively simple) artinian Jordan algebra Q if and only if J is nondegenerate (respectively strongly prime) and Goldie, and provides several conditions for a Jordan algebra that are equivalent to being nondegenerate and Goldie, as that of being nondegenerate, nonsingular and having finite uniform dimension. This result can be viewed as a quite faithful jordanification of the classical Goldie's theorem for associative rings [9, 10] . An important result in this setting is the characterization of left (respectively right) Goldie associative algebras as those for which the essential left (respectively right) ideals are the ones containing regular elements. The natural Jordan version of this property is that an inner ideal is essential if and only if it contains injective elements, and in particular, nondegenerate Goldie Jordan algebras satisfy this property. However, unlike the associative case, a nondegenerate Jordan algebra satisfying the above property for essential inner ideals is in general not Goldie as can be seen by considering the Jordan algebra of Clifford type defined on a vector space having an infinite dimensional totally isotropic subspace. They are indeed characterized as follows:
10.2] A Jordan algebra J is a classical order in a nondegenerate unital Jordan algebra Q with finite capacity if and only if it is nondegenerate and satisfies the property: an inner ideal K of J is essential if and only if K contains an injective element. Moreover Q is simple if and only if J is prime.

Definition 3.2.
A Jordan algebra is called Lesieur-Croisot, LC for short, in honour of the work of Lesieur and Croisot on prime noetherian rings [13] , if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.1.
It follows from Goldie's theorem for Jordan algebras and the fact that nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebras have finite capacity that nondegenerate Goldie Jordan algebras are Lesieur-Croisot. Also, every strongly prime Jordan algebra satisfying a polynomial identity is Lesieur-Croisot since its central closure is simple with finite capacity [23, 0.13] .
Inspired by the local PI-theory of Jordan systems [22, 23] , and as a first step in the more general project of developing a local Goldie theory for Jordan systems, we claim that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements of a strongly prime (even nondegenerate) Jordan algebra J is an ideal of J . We denote this set by LC(J ), that is,
Note that LC(J ) contains the Goldie elements of J . In the next proposition, we prove our claim for strongly prime Jordan algebras having nonzero PI-elements, since in this case, LC(J ) actually coincides with PI(J ). The case when J has no nonzero PI-elements will be discussed in the next section. 
Proof. Let x ∈ PI(J ).
Then J x is PI and is also strongly prime by [2, 4.1(iii)], so x ∈ LC(J ) [23, 0.13] . Suppose now that 0 = x ∈ LC(J ). Since PI(J ) is a nonzero ideal of J and J is strongly prime, we have that ann J (PI(J )) = 0. Then U x (PI(J )) = 0. Take z ∈ PI(J ) such that U x z = 0. In particular, U x z ∈ PI(J ), which implies, by the transitivity of the localization that (J x ) z+ker J (x) ∼ = J U x z is PI, and then 0 = z + ker J (x) ∈ PI(J x ). Since J x is strongly prime, we have that PI(J x ) is an essential inner ideal of J x , and then, PI(J x ) contains an injective element because J x is Lesieur-Croisot, which implies by [6, 4.4] that J x is itself PI and then x ∈ PI(J ). 2
The strongly prime PI-less case
In this section we consider strongly prime Jordan algebras without nonzero PI-elements and describe the set of its Lesieur-Croisot elements in terms of the elements of a * -tight associative envelope that have finite uniform dimension. As a corollary we will get that this set is always an ideal.
We first show that nonsingularity of nondegenerate Jordan algebras is inherited by local algebras. The proof of this result is due to Fernández López, García Rus and Montaner.
Lemma 4.1. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and let
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists x ∈ Θ(J a ) such that U a x / ∈ Θ(J ). Then K ∩ ann J (U a x) = 0 for some nonzero inner ideal K of J . We will reach the desired contradiction in successive steps. We will use bars to denote y = y + ker J (a) ∈ J a for y ∈ J .
Hence U k U a x = 0 since K ∩ ann J (U a x) = 0. Now let y ∈ J . We claim that U k U a y ∈ ann J (U a x) and then U k U a y = 0 again because K ∩ ann J (U a x) = 0. By JP8,
where V U k U a x,U a y = 0 by the above. Next, by linearizing JP3, we obtain
where {y, k, x} (a) , denoting the triple product of y, k, x in the homotope J (a) , van-
Hence U k U a J = 0, which also implies U a U k J = 0 by nondegeneracy of J .
(2) Without loss of generality we may assume
is a nonzero inner ideal of J a , and hence 0 = k ∈ ann J a (x) for some k ∈ K since x ∈ Θ(J a ). Then, replace K by U k J . We have that U k J is a nonzero inner ideal of J by nondegeneracy of J , such that U k J ∩ ann J (U a x) = 0 and satisfying U a U k J = 0 by (1). Then, assume that U a K = 0, that is, k = 0 for all k ∈ K and therefore by (1) and nondegeneracy of J we have
(4) There exist l ∈ K and u ∈ J such that 0 = {x, u, l} ∈ ann J a (x).
Let 0 = k ∈ K. Then {k, a, x} = 0 by (3). Hence by nondegeneracy of J , there exists u ∈ J such that U {k,a,x} u = 0. Now by JP20, we have
where the last three summands vanish by (2) . Thus U a {x, u, k} = 0, equivalently 0 = {x, u, k} ∈ J a . Now, since x ∈ Θ(J a ), we have that there exists t ∈ J such that 0 = U {x,u,k} t ∈ U {x,u,k} J a ∩ ann J a (x).
By JP21, for any k ∈ K, w ∈ J and v ∈ J , we have Then, by taking l = U k {U a t, x, u} ∈ K, we have 0 = {x, u, l} = U {x,u,k} t ∈ ann J a (x) as desired.
(5) Thus, by (4), take k ∈ K such that 0 = {x, u, k} ∈ ann J a (x). In particular, since J is nondegenerate, we have that there exists t ∈ J such that
which is a contradiction since
It is enough to show that U k {U a t, x, u} ∈ ann J (U a x). But first we are going to see that U k {U a x, x, u} ∈ ann J (U a x) and therefore U k {U a x, x, u} = 0. By JP12 and JP7,
where U U a x k = U a U x U a k = 0 and U k U a x = 0 by (2), and, since {x, u, k} ∈ ann J a (x), U U a x {x, u, k} = U a U (a) x {x, u, k} = 0. Thus
where U a k, U k U a x and U k U a t all vanish by (2) and, by the above, U k {U a x, x, u} also vanishes. Finally, {U a t, {x, u, k}, U a x} = U a {t, {x, u, k}, x} (a) = 0 since {x, u, k} ∈ ann J a (x). Thus V U k {U a t,x,u},U a x J = 0 and similarly we have U U k {U a t,x,u} U U a x J = 0 = U U k {U a t,x,u} U a x = U U a x U k {U a t, x, u}, concluding the proof. 2 Proof. Note that in this setting, every Lesieur-Croisot element of J is indeed a Goldie element: let 0 = x ∈ LC(J ). Then J x is an order in a simple Jordan algebra Q of finite capacity. If Q were not artinian, it would be a Jordan algebra of Clifford type and then PI, in which case, J x would be also PI, which would imply that x = 0. From this, we deduce that LC(J ) coincides with the set of the Goldie elements of J , and therefore LC(J ) ⊆ F(J ). Hence to prove that the equality LC(J ) = F(J ) holds we only need to show that every x ∈ F(J ) is Goldie, equivalently, that J x is nonsingular for all x ∈ F(J ).
Let 0 = z ∈ LC(J ). Since J z is Goldie, it is nonsingular and then 0 = z ∈ ann J (Θ(J )) [6, 6.4] , which implies that the ideal Θ(J ) = 0 since J is strongly prime. Now, since local algebras inherit nonsingularity by Lemma 4.1, in particular we have that Θ(J x ) = 0 for all x ∈ F(J ), as required. 2
In order to prove the main result of this section, we need to make use of a strategy that appears in the proof of [22, 6.5] and that, for the sake of completeness, we state here as a lemma omitting the proof: Lemma 4.3. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra such that PI(J ) = 0 and R a * -tight associative envelope of J . Then, for each a ∈ J , the subalgebra S of J generated by U Proof. Let 0 = a ∈ J . We are going to prove the left version of the statement and by symmetry we will get the right one. Therefore, we have to show that J a has finite uniform dimension if and only if R a has finite left uniform dimension and that they coincide if R is prime. Note that J a ⊆ H (R a , * ), where (x + ker R (a)) * := x * + ker R (a). However, * -tightness is in general lost when localizing, what makes it impossible to apply the general principle 2.9; the idea of this proof is to find a suitable setting that enables us to apply 2.9.
H (J ) H (J ), where H (J ) = 0 for some nonzero hermitian ideal H (X), and the element a, is strongly prime of hermitian type. Moreover, S = H
Consider the subalgebra S of J generated by We claim that PI(S) = 0. Otherwise, PI(A) = 0 by [22, 6.5] , and then A would satisfy a generalized polynomial identity [22, 1.1] implying that Q s (A) satisfies the same generalized polynomial identity (see [3] ) and therefore also R ⊆ Q s (A). Then PI(R) = 0, which is a contradiction since PI(R) ∩ J = PI(J ) = 0.
Then the proof reduces to showing that S a has finite uniform dimension if and only if A a has finite left uniform dimension and that they coincide if R is prime, where S a = H 0 (A a , * ), with S a being strongly prime such that PI(S a ) = 0 by the transitivity of the localization and the fact that PI(S) = 0.
However, this is still not the suitable setting that we need since we cannot assure that A a is a * -associative envelope of S a . To fix this, consider the * -subalgebra of A a generated by S a that will be denoted by alg A a (S a ) . We want to show that alg A a (S a ) contains a nonzero * -ideal of A a , in order to conclude that udim l (A a ) = udim l (alg A a (S a ) ). But by [11, Theorem 6.4.2] we only need to check that xalg A a (S a )x * ⊆ alg A a (S a ) for all x ∈ A a since A a is not PI (recall that PI(A) = 0). Note that for x ∈ A a , s i ∈ S a , i = 1, . . . , n, all n, we have
where 
(S a )).
Finally, we will prove that alg A a (S a ) is * -tight to S a . Let K be a * -ideal of alg A a (S a ). If K ∩ S a = 0, then x + x * = 0 and xx * = 0 for all x ∈ K again by the ampleness of S a . Thus, (xy)x = −(xy) * x = −y * x * x = 0, for all x ∈ K and all y ∈ alg A a (S a ). In particular, K ⊆ ann A a (T ) = 0 and then K = 0. Note also that if R is prime, then so is alg A a (S a ), since otherwise there would exist 0 = b ∈ alg A a (S a ) such that the ideal of alg A a (S a ) generated by b and the one generated by b * would have zero intersection, in particular, bI b * = 0 and then R would not be prime by [6, 5.2(ii) ], which is a contradiction.
The proof now follows directly from 2.9 applied to
For an associative ring R, it is well known that if
is also an ideal of R if R is semiprime. To prove this, we will make use of the following facts. Lemma 4.5. Let R be a semiprime associative algebra and let a ∈ R.
The same statement holds for the right singular ideals of R and R a .
Proposition 4.6. Let R be a semiprime associative algebra. If
Proof. Set I = I l (R) ∩ I r (R) and take a ∈ I . By Lemma 4. 
* is a * -ideal of R. Now the proof follows from Theorem 4.4 again by * -tightness of R. 2
Semi-uniform Jordan algebras. The nondegenerate case
We start this section by introducing the notion of semi-uniform ideal of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. It turns out that for a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, being semi-uniform is equivalent to being an essential subdirect sum of finitely many strongly prime Jordan algebras, and that local algebras inherit the semi-uniform property. The properties of semi-uniform ideals and the essential subdirect sums arising from them are studied in this section, including the fact that such a sum is Lesieur-Croisot iff each summand is Lesieur-Croisot. This, together with the fact that the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements of a strongly prime Jordan algebra is an ideal, already shown in the previous section, will allow us to prove the main result of this paper: the set of the Lesieur-Croisot elements of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra is an ideal. Definition 5.1. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. We say that an ideal I J is semi-uniform if there are prime ideals P 1 , . . . , P n of J such that P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n ⊆ ann J (I ). On the other hand, J itself is said to be semi-uniform if J is a semi-uniform ideal. Lemma 5.3. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and I a nonzero ideal of J such that P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n ⊆ ann J (I ) for a minimal set of prime ideals P = {P 1 , . . . , P n } of J . Then P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n = ann J (I ) and P is unique. In fact, P = {P J : P is minimal prime and ann J (I ) ⊆ P }.
Proof. Note that if P is a prime ideal of J , then I ∩ ann J (I ) = 0 ⊆ P , hence either I ⊆ P or ann J (I ) ⊆ P . Let P 1 , . . . , P n be a minimal set of prime ideals with P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n ⊆ ann J (I ) such that ann J (I ) ⊆ P i for i = 1, . . . , l, with l n. Note that l 1 since otherwise we would have
Thus L ⊆ ann J (I ) and then l = n by the minimality of n. Therefore ann J (I ) ⊆ P i for all i.
For the uniqueness, suppose that
is a minimal set of prime ideals. Then in particular Q j ⊆ P 1 for some j by the primeness of P 1 . Also P i ⊆ Q j for some P i ∈ P now by the primeness of Q j . Hence P i ⊆ Q j ⊆ P 1 . Therefore P i = P 1 by the minimality of P, which implies that Q j = P 1 .
Repeating the argument with all the P i and using the minimality of the set {Q j } m j =1 we thus get that n = m and P i = Q i for all i.
To prove the last part of the statement, let P i ∈ P and P be a prime ideal such that P ⊆ P i . Then P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ (P ∩ P i ) ∩ · · · ∩ P n ⊆ ann J (I ). Hence, by the uniqueness and minimality of P, and the first part of the proof, we have that {P 1 , . . . , P ∩ P i , . . . , P n } has to be minimal and P = P i , therefore P i ∈ {P J : P is minimal prime and ann J (I ) ⊆ P }. Let now P be a minimal prime ideal of J such that P ⊇ ann J (I ). Then P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n ⊆ P and by primeness of P we thus have that P i ⊆ P for some i, now because P is minimal we get that P i = P . 2
In the more general setting of lattices, it can be proved that if an ideal I of a semiprime algebraic system can be expressed as an intersection of a finite number of prime ideals that is minimal, then this set of prime ideals is unique and consists of the minimal prime ideals containing I . Hence, the second part of the statement of the above lemma would become a particular case of this more general result.
Note that if I is a semi-uniform ideal of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J , and P = {P 1 , . . . , P n } is a minimal set of prime ideals with P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n ⊆ ann J (I ), then it follows from Lemma 5.3 that P is unique. Hence, we will say that the set P is the set of prime ideals associated to I . Proof. The equivalence of (ii), (iii) and (iv) was already proved in [6, 7.3] .
(i) ⇒ (iv). If J is semi-uniform, let {P 1 , . . . , P n } be the set of prime ideals associated to J . Hence P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P n = 0 and n is minimal. Then each ann J (P i ) is uniform by Remark 5.2 since P i ⊆ ann J (ann J (P i )) and ann J (P i ) = 0, and these are all the maximal uniform ideals. Indeed, if M is uniform, then a) ) is semi-uniform by (i). Reciprocally, since the case a = 0 is trivial, we can assume that a = 0. If J a is semi-uniform, there exist prime ideals P 1 , . . . , P n of J a with P i = ann J a ( i =j P j ) by Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.8. We can take ideals P i J (a) with ker J (a) ⊆ P i and P i /ker J (a) = P i . Take Q i := Core J (P i ) (the biggest ideal of J contained in P i ). Then, it is easy to see that each Q i is prime. Moreover,
For a Jordan algebra J we denote SU(J ) := {a ∈ J : J a is semi-uniform}. 
